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IA TRANSPORUATION POBLE( INVOLVING

SOURCE-LOCATION OPTIMIZATION

R. L. Sielken Jr.

A generalization of the capacitated plant-location problem is formulated

tnd several possible modifications noted. Four solution techniques are

briefly diacusued: exhaustive entwrration, probabilistic search, zero-one

Smixed integer linear prograng, and an ±terative procedure. The relative

Sattractiveness of the iterative procedure is illustrated in three examples.
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t •I. nt.roduction

SThe general source-location problem under conxideration is how to supply

J destinations with DI, D2 , ... , Dj units from K possible sources at a minimum

cost when the K sources have capacities Bi, B2 , ... , BKI and any subset of the K

Ssources can be located at any one c! I locations, A minimal. cost solution

involves the specification of each source's location and the allocation of the

demands D1, D2 , D ., among the sources.

A zero-one mixed integer linear progra=Ing formulation of this problem

is:
m k il J-1 ckij X.j + uki (1)

k-I isi

"it" pect to the constraints

K IK

Z Z D j 1 , J, (2)
14- 1kij a j

- J
SaJl Xkij huki Bk' i i,... I and k , ... , K, (3)

5"I uki if k , . K, (4)

S-i 0 or 1, ± 1, ... , I and k , ... , K, (5)

I kij >0, allk'itJ, (6)

S~where

"j - wh if source k is at location i,

ki 0 otherwise;
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t ki - the fixed cost for source k being at location I;

-ki- the number of units transported by source k from location I to

destinatioir J; and

0 kij = the cost of source k producing one unit at location I and transporting

it to destination J.

The equality in (2) implies that the demand at each destination is satisfied.

The constraint in (3) insures that, if source k is at location I, then the capacity

of source k is not exceeded, and, if source k is not at location i, then nothing

is transported by source k from location i. The inequality in (4) implies theI

each source i. located In at most one location. The constraints also imply that,

if a source is not located anywhere At all, then it cannot help satisfy the demands.

Of course, the physical interpretation of the sources, destinations, costs, -

etc. is quite unrestricted. For exsmple, the sources could be r4fineries, the

destinations could be militicy installations, and the costs in terms of time.

Alternatively, the sources could ba generators of electricity, the destinations

cities, and the costs monetary.

2. Soen Possible Modifications of the General Source-Location Problem.

Restrictions concerning the feasibility of certain source-location combinations

can be easily incorporated. For e=ample, if at most L, sources can be located at

location i, then the problem should be modified by adding the constraint

K <

Of course. If source At cta ony be located at a location in s subse- Tk of the b+

I locations, then the- probia should be modified by deletiz• all vaiablos-

- - - - - - - - -



fand kij with i Ik
The extension of the problem to a situation involving more t~h.n one product

13, conc,,ptually s~mi,1e. if there are P products ad a subscript p is used to

inc-cate the p-th product, the exu.ended problem Is

K I
ALI l J-1 'i-l jl jp xk1An E uk f ki* (8)Ci i7D K-1 its 1

subjec to thf ý,..a.raints

Ec~ii~cj all j, p,

fIia E tui B all kc, 1, , (10)

u,~~oyl1 all kji, (2

~ip 0, all kc, it J, p. (13Nikj

Of course, the general source-'location probiem- as formulated in()-)

encompass2s the special case ia wilich ell K sources are identical. However? if

all. K sources are identical, the problem cAn Also be gorm~a~ted as

Mda ~ ~ ~ p rii0 1C- z:4(4

VMMa(_ -- - -
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~ ~sbject to the consttraints

&S x mfl(15)

<v i B , (17)1

(17)

~ B -the capacity c aaource:

c~=the cost of producing one unit at location i and transporting-it to

destination J;

--the nttber of units produced at location-i and' tranisported to

=the findý coat per source located at locstton 1;and

V, ma -the ntm~ir of sounces a-t location i.

This~~~~~~~~~~ a-entv ~zltn;get htfrthis particular case specialize

4 ~ d u~utnt~n~a iil eue.Tedvl~st of such specialized-techniques

isnp~s -sat- tds ita.-

FL



3. A Survey of the Literature

• •_• Me "capt;ýAtated plant-location problem" considered by Bulfin and Unger
I[3, Davis [9-, Enwein [12], Ga5 ,

acd Spielberg [24] can be formulated as

I K* 3*min Z k J.1 r Ckj Xki + '-l fkuk (20)

-subject to the constraints

E J < kP k- , #..1, K* (22)
J-1 Xj uk 1

uk = 0 or 1, ki, ... , K* (23)

Xkj 0, allk,j . (24)

Thus, from one viewpoint, the capacitated plant-location problem is a general

source-location problem with I - 1. Alternatively, from the opposite viewpoint,

the general source-location problem is a capacitated plant-location problem with

_ R. 6ets of I mutually exclusive plants. Some discussion of mutually exclusive

plants is given by Marks (19].

The "simple plant-location problem" considered by Celebiler (4], Efroymson

and Ray (11], Feldman, Lchrer, and Ray tO3], Manne (!-a], and Spielberg [22] and

[23] has the sawe formulation as the capacltated plant-location, problem except

that the capacity of each source is assumed to be at least equal to the total
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i demand. This assumption saiipifies the problem considerably since it implies that

each demand D-1 can always be optimally supplied from the "nearest" source.S~J

Warehouse location problems which can be simplified to general source-

location problems were considered by Balinski and Mills [1], Baumol and Wolfe

[2], Kueha and Hamburger [17], and Marks (19].
Chapelle [a], Cooper 161, [71, and [81, and Raino3ek and Hartley [20]

investigated the following a:r'l!rce-location problem: If

D the demand for a product at destination j, j 1, ... , J;

(aD bD -the coordinates in two-dimensional Euclidean space of destination J;

B - the capacity of source k, k 1, ... , K;
k

S(ak,bk) = the coordinates in to-dimensional Euclidean space of source k;

r and

X. the number of units transported from source kc to destination J;

then the objective is to

m .in Z Ej.1l'k ak) 2 +2]1/2 (25)Ik)

. subject to the constraints

K
Ekinixkr i =l, ... , J, (26)

I

E .j xkji k k 1, ... ,K, (27)

Ja

Ak _> 0,- bk> 0' T1 _> 0, all k, j. (28)

'ci.
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This problem is the saae as the general cource-location pa. lem except that

()the location of each of the K rces is not restricted to one of a

finite number of possibilities, and

(ii) cki the cost of source k producing one unit at location 4- and

transporting it to destination J, has been replaced by the Euclidean

distance from the locatiou of source k to destination j.

4. Some Solution Techniques

4.1 Exhaustive Enumeratioa

To solve the general source-loca~.ion problem by exhaustive enumeration, the

___ ~optim~al allocation of the J demadsamong the K sources vould have to be determined

_ I Kfor each of the I possible assignments of the K sources to the I locationst For

S-h assignment the determination of the demand allocation is a capacitated

plant-location problem; that is

mi_ K z+ f u+ (29)

-I ~~iubject to thek::ns::an::tsZk~

B ukyl k 19.. ... IKp (31)

Xkj >0, all k,J. (3

SMA
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•ranct-and-bound treatments of this problem have been given 1i1 [3], [9',

[12], (211] and [24]. The empirical evidence suggests that the branch-and-bo-md

method would be-most useful i- small problems, around 25 integer variables or

less.

There are at least two difficulties with the exhaustive enumeration approach:

(i) the number of possible assignments, I increases dramatically as i and

K increase, and

(ii) the only available "fast" algorithms for solving medium or large

capacitated plant-location problems are approximate routines - see,

for example, [211.

4.2 Probabilistic Sea~rch

Since the number of possible source-location assignments may be quite largeE in a realistic situation, it may only be feasible to explicitly evaluate a subset

of them. A simple probabilistic search procedure which explicitly considers

only a subset of the possible source-location assignments is as follows. Select
a random sample of size n without replacement from the set of all possible

I !assignments. Solve the n probleaq (29)-(33) corresponding to n assignments

selected. Let z*, zI, ... , 3* represent the optimal values of the objective

functions in these problems. Then, if z( 1 ), (2) , z are the order values

z •of Z, z2..., ZK with

it folw thot ±at.. ,

Sit follow that



1 < -t < n -- _ _ -- -~ - r•|__-_- _-

P( miin z* <z K>
- (35)

jK(lkZ) ... (IK-n+l) ,

Thus, Eor any t, the probability of obtainig an assignment at least as good as

the r-th best assignment can be made as close to one as desired by taking the sample

size n sufficiently large.

One procedure for sequentially deters-ing which source-location assignieents

are to be evaluated is as follovs. Let c be a constant such that 0 < a < 1. Let K

i' :25 **' . represent the optiaial valuets of the objective funfctions -in theI

capacitated plant-location problems (29)"(33) corresponding to the IK possible

--4 assignments. Assume that a histogram of Zl' ... , z can be closely approximated

by a density function of a given form. Take a random sample of size one from

the set of IK assismentS. Solve the problem in (29)-(33) cbrrespowiing-to the

assignment selected. Estim.te the parameters of the approximating ;density

* function. Then repeat -hese three steps until a selected assignment makes

I (29) less than the a-th percentile of the distribution function corresponding to

the estimated density. This p-ocedure w's discus-e4 by Cooper ii ft rskatioui

to a similar source-location problem.

In comparing these two probabilistic search procedures, the former procedure

has the advantage of selecting a fixed num- or of source location assignMents for

_ consideration and does not necessitate any assumption about the distribution of

-Z . Z 21 z2 Z*K. On the other hand, Cooper's sequential procedure could result

in a smalle? sample size.



4.3 Zero-One Mixed Integer Linea- r~r~n

The general source-location probler4 is a zero-one mix~ad inteap 'lne,

programming problem; hence, R'ny generall mixaed integer linezr prlog-.eoing 2 goi3 h

may theoretically be tised to solve it. Znparticular, the relativaly new branch-

and-bourd methods and implicit er&=raufon methods -.4em. &pplirzable, tHawevert

computational experience on the s~impler capacitated plant "locatzion proyem'Al

indicates that these methods may only b6 caaputatityaally feasible for relativelly

small -robl',ems.

4.4 An Iteratiyve Algrithm

If the source-location venlables, uý were kAnon-n, then the genetal

3ource-locatL-on problem would reduce to

~l i~ ~ki ~ij(36)

subject to the conatraints

X. ' l k ,(8

>0, all kc, 1, J, 039

ý_29 where

D~ ZK Z -t (40)
3+1~ k-i i,,i ui 4.k - J



.,.7is probls i j•e a sidple tranprtatioa problem.

On thex othev: sni•, if the allocations of the demanda DI ,. t aw the

X evores -were 100ým and

D the tbr of unitr to be transported from source k to dostination ,

thsn the Aaneiai source-location problem would raduce to

SK I

min E~ E f +Ie Dkj3  (41)

Izbject to the constrainta

1 ui ' 1, for all k such that -I D > 0. (42)

0 Uk Oer 1, allk, 1. (43)

A-n optimal sol-tion to this problem is simply

Uk 1 1 if i i*(k) and E >0 (44)

-' 0 otherwise

where, for each k, i*(k) is the smallest positive integer is such that

[ + F• (5
4jkj

J!+ o I i < ki <I - ci Dkji4
a J-1 1< < j-.1.

The simplicity of both optimally allocating demands among sources for a fixed

source-location configuration and dete&rining an optimal source-location configuration

"- for a fixed allocstion of demands among sources suggests the following iterative



scheme for obtaining approximate solucims tno :rhe general soureco-locetion

problem:

()Choose an initial source-lcto co0^nin

f(ii) For this nource-location configurationt deteruaine the optir' I. &VOU'ation

(iii) For this demand allocatioa, determine the optim. so ieatc

configuration,, Return to (ii) wiO~ thii, n~a configuratf,=.

This scheme of alternately evaluating optimal1 demand allocations and optim4.'

source-location configurations can be formalized into thM follow-inp proi~vdure:

1. Select an initial value for each u., with

=k 0 ± or 1, all k, i

and

S3,k 1, K.

2. Scive the transportation problem in (36)-(40) with the ukit fMe' 6L

I their current values. Represent the optima- demand allocatiov thus

obtained by {DkJ; k -1, ... K and 1,~ .. J) wihare D3 is rt~ nttý,

of units to be transported from source k to destination J1 te

3. Generate new uki velue8 in accordance with (44), so t)-at the corresponding

source-location configuration is optimal for the nev dam~td? allocation

determined In st~p 2.



4.If the aource'-1ocation =ofigurazion determiined in step 3 VA MZe sem
configuration that was last used in stap 2, fh dtrtv~~c ure

terminates$ and the opti=a sor ~a~uc igurittion and dem~d

gallocation are approxftsted by the source-location configaratiou and

Ide-Pand alii3cation o~rresponding to the currmz ukile and D k s respectiAvely,

9 ~On the cther bnmd, if the gource-location con gfuration has changed,

* ret. .n to step 2 w-ith the cuereznt uj~ values being those just da-tormined

* An extremely attractive feature of thic iteratitun procedure is that, if the

-~ f obJective function for the general 80urce-location proh1en,

E + E EI f(46)

was calculated oach time step 2 was completed and each ti-sm step 3 was completed,

I i~datolvsince in step 2 the previous demand aliccation is feasible w~hen the

now optimal demand allocation is determinoa! and in step 3 the previous source-

U location configuration is feasib~le when the new optimal configuration is determined.

_Thus, eahtime step 2 is completed and each time step 3 is completed an improved

0 fessible solution to the general source-location problem ise obtained or a feasible

solution which is at leave- as good as its predecessor. This feaLure is quite

impotm-ant for mery larae proble in which a ze,. ch for the optimal solution is

often econo~ically impossible.

Since there are only (I+l)K possible s~ource-location cf.iigurec'aas# the

iterative procedure- will tervinate in a finite c-&'~~ steps provided no
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IfM

[ source-location conf2.guratiorn ie generated in step 3 infinitely often. In step

2, the value of (146), the objective function for the general source-locationV problem, is minimized for the current source-location configuration. Thus, since

the sequence of values of (46) determined by the iterative procedure in a non-

increasing sequence. the only v~y in which a source-location configuration could

be generated in step 3 infl-nitely often Is for there to be more than ona s.;urce-

location coufiguration with the sam minimum value of (46) and for looping or

tt cycling to occur amng these configurations. However, such looping can be

easily dealt. with. For instance, in the examples to followthe stopping rule

- in step 4 was augmented so that temiination would occur if the a.m- value of (46)

occurref, more than four tftmes, Interestingly, the iterative procedure was never

terminated for this reason.

Since this iterative procedure yieldo only a locally optImal solution as

opposed to a necessarily globally optimal solution, it will generally be

- wortlWhile to repeat the iterative procedure with different initial source-

I ~locatioin configurations.

5. Exa=-les of the. Iterative Procedure's Performance

In teprevious section several --ttrw~tive characteristics of the iterative

Iprocedure were indicated. Tho further substantiat~e this attractiveness,, the

1~ iterative '"rocedure was tried on thr~ee sample problems involvn ral data. the

-paraveters ant; problem cbaracteriatice are indIcated in Table 1.

5 In Examples 1 and 2the iterative procedure was carried out for each of 100

-ý initial source-location configurations selected at random. Since Example 3

corresponds to a much lartar sample problem, monetary considerations allwed
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only 33 random initial source-location configurations to be conuddex-ed.

The cost (46) associated with the optimal dmand allocation for the initial

LS source-location conflguratin and the coat associated with the optimal demand

allocation for the source-lccation configuration determined to be approximately

optimal by the iterative procedure were computed for each of the initial. source-

location configurations. As hoped, the costs associated with the approximate

solutions generated by the iterative procedure were much smaller than the costs

associated with the optimal demand allocations for the random initial source-

location configurations, The magnitude of this improvment is indicated in Table

2.

The effort involved in the iterative procedure's determination of an approximate

solution is reflected by the number of source-location configurations for which the

correspunding optimal demand allocation hae to be determined. These numbers which

include the initial source-location configurations were surpriseingly small.

As shown by the sugary of these numbers lu Table 3, the iterative procedure did

not just move gradually toward the near optimal solutions but rather leaped toward

"them.

.'or comparative purposes, the mero-one mixed integer linear progr _ing

problem corresponding to the sample problem in Example 1 was also solved using a

branch-and-bound algorithm. This algorithm was initially prograed by Westphal

and Gately [26] who based the algorithm on the branch-and-boind procedure described

by Davis, Kendrick, and Wietzm=n [10]. The algorithm was modified to ttorporate

the improve ts in the bounding procedure which were suggested by Tomlin [231.
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3 "The optimal solution has a value of 91 which is also the value of th-2 beat approximste

solution dete-,mined by the iterative procedure, Thn. branch-and-bound algorithm

required 85 minutes of IBM 360/65 central processing Lime to determine the apticl

jolution.

The optimal derand allocation for a given source-location confign:ration was

determined by an out-of-kilter network-flow algorithm described b- Ciasen [271.

The total number of IBM 360/65 central processing minutes required for all of the

trials of ihe iterative procedure in Example 1, 2, and 5 was only 12, 12, and 20

j respectively.

6. Evaluation of the Iterative Procedure

The performance characteristics of the iterative procedure in the three

s•mple problems combined with the attractiveness of its theoretical rnd practical

properties as described in section 4.4 makes the iterative procedure an extremely

attr active practical tool for determining near optimal sol9tions to general

% ource-location problems.

£
Is

--
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TABLE 3. The Number of Source-Loocation Conffguracions for which the Optimal
Demand Allocatium was Determi.ned Enriute to an Approximately Optimal
Source-Lcetion Conf•iWgurat on.

Number- requency

i Example 1 Example 2 Example 3

31 32

I 2 73 72 10

S3 22 24 .7SI
i4 2 2 5a

5 0 0 1

*This count inzludes the iuitial source-location 4onfiguratior

a

"--- a
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